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The WOW isn't about ON-DEMAND IT,
It's about

ON-DEMAND BUSINESS INNOVATION



The change from IT to BT
 Web 2.0 and SOA

How work works in the 21st century
 BPM Inside the Cloud

The new innovation imperative
 Innovation’s Child

The End of Management
 and the rise of self-organizing, self-managed Bioteams

Get Your House in Order
 Data Center Consolidation and Unified Communications

The Cloud rEvolution
 The Business Repercussions



What is 
the Cloud?

Psst…

 

There’s no such thing!

And, you are already a pioneer in cloud computing.



Definition-in-Progress

 
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/index.html

Elasticity



Public Private

VPC

Hybrid

Source: 
NASA Hubble 
Telescope



In short, it’s  the “Real Internet,”
 or what the Internet was

 really meant to be in the first place
 —An endless computer 

made up of networks of networks of computers.
 Even shorter:

 The Cloud is the Computer,
 the One, the One Machine

What is the Cloud?



New?

Application Service Provider (ASP)

Timesharing  Grid Computing    Co-Location    On-Demand

Virtualization     Software as a Service

Knee



The economic and innovation implications
 are game changing. 

In the past, information technology was about productivity; 
now it’s about:

• Collaboration
• A shared information base

• Collective intelligence



One shared world
One shared computer

One shared information base



Cloud Computing makes it possible to create new 
“business operations platforms”

 that will allow companies to
 change their business models and 

collaborate in powerful new ways with
 their customers, suppliers and trading partners

 —stuff that simply could not be done before.

So What?



Did you just 
say put my

 business in 
the Cloud?

 Whoa!

CEO



“It’s complete gibberish. 
It’s insane.

 When is this idiocy going to stop?”

Larry Ellison 
CEO, Oracle



SECURITY

PROVISIONING

PRIVACY

INTEROPERABILITY

PORTABILITY

RELIABILITY

MAINTENANCE

PATCHES
TROUBLESHOOTING

“Only the paranoid survive.”

 
―Andy Grove, INTEL

VERSIONING

BACKUP/RECOVERY
AUDITING

DATA LOCATION 

COMPLIANCE

MULTI-TENANCY
DATA SEPARATION 

PRIVILEGED ACCESS

Hmm, did I tell you about the Jericho Forum?

Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.     
―Sir Arthur C. Clarke, Author of 2001: A Space Odyssey

F U D Factors



“It’s a huge deal when GE goes outside its ‘firewall’
 

to innovate. You 
betcha, other CEOs will be asking their CIOs

 
lots of questions about 

harnessing the Cloud, internally, with tightly controlled external clouds 
provisioned by third parties, and finally, with public clouds.”

--

 

Mickey North Rizza, Research Director, AMR Research



Yesterday, the Internet
 —today, the Intercloud.



Although many think Cloud Computing 
is nowhere ready for mission-critical usage…

 
...John Garing, the CIO of the 

Defense Information Systems Agency at the 
Department of Defense thinks otherwise.

 
(p. 49)



The bottom line …

 “The Cloud is nothing more than the platform 
upon which to build better businesses.”

Gregory Simpson

 
CTO, GE



“There will be many ways in which the Cloud 
will change businesses and the economy, 

most of them hard to predict. 

But one theme is already emerging: 
businesses are becoming more like the technology itself

 
―more adaptable, more interwoven and more specialized.

 These developments may not be new, but 
Cloud Computing will speed them up.”



The WOW isn't about ON-DEMAND IT,
It's about

ON-DEMAND BUSINESS INNOVATION



With SOA + Web 2.0 in the Cloud
 the world shifts from using 

Information Technology (IT) 
for transaction and information management

 to a far more organic 
Business Technology (BT)

for collaboration and interaction management.

Read: Business  Platform in the Sky http://tinyurl.com/mvaklz



Cloud Computing is the next step in the evolution of the 
Internet as a source of “services.”

 
It’s those services

 
that users are interested in,

 not the underlying technologies. 



A “service”
 

represents a 
“unit of business,”

 
not a “unit of technology.”

Services can be bundled, unbundled and rebundled
 at the speed of business.



Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): 
The Greatest Thing Since Sliced Bread?



SOA is about connecting dots, and there are many new dots 
to connect with Everything as a Service (EaaS).



Web Services / Mashups
 

Without SOA?



www.mkpress.com/PowerInTheCloud.html

Situational Apps



A taxi system operates at “the edge of chaos”



“Command-and-control institutions are falling apart. 
The chaos

 
of competition and the order

 
of cooperation 

can and do coexist, succeed, even thrive.”



A taxi system is a 
complex adaptive system
… just like your business!



Mashups
 

aren’t just for software,
 they are for business, too.

 Software mashups
 

enable business mashups.



Web 2.0 is not based on a technology shift, 
but rather a usage paradigm shift

 thanks to the simplicity of use.
Why is Consumer IT so Simple, and

Enterprise IT so Complex?



p.s.—Did I mention Web 3.0?

Web 1.0
 

was “read-only,”
 Web 2.0

 
is “read-write,”

Web 3.0
 

will be 
“intelligent read-write-execute”

 —in the Cloud.
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SOCIAL MEDIA



Social Media are centered on the interactions of people, 
not the interactions of computers.



“YOU”
 

are the Web,
“YOU”

 
power Google,

 “YOU”
 

are the Cloud !
Your Fancy Corporate  Web Site is the Last Place

customers go to get information.



By 2012, the numbers of the Mobile Social Web 
devices are forecast to grow to 975 million.

 
http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm



Going Mobile
“The shift from the data and computer-centric world of IT

 

to 
the people and communication-centric world of BT

 

is also 
driving a shift in personal devices, e.g., smart phones, net 
books, tablets. 
Mobility isn’t just about making an application available on 
a remote device by wireless;

 

it’s a change in life style.”

 --ECC



Predicting the next 5,000 days of the Web

Kevin Kelly

www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/kevin_kelly_on_the_next_5_000_days_of_the_web.html






BPM is the Cornerstone of
 Enterprise Cloud Computing.

How Work Works in the Cloud



The days of the monolithic, vertically-integrated company,
 owning everything from raw materials to production to selling,

 … are over! 

Harvard’s Michael Porter: Value Chain Analysis



END-TO-END

 
BUSINES PROCESS MANAGEMENT

INVENTORY

 
MGT.

 
SYSTEM

ORDER
MGT.

 
SYSYEM

FULFILLMENT

 
SYSTEM

HUMAN

 
WORK

END-TO-END

 

BUSINESS PROCESSES 
BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMERS

TRADING

 
PARTNERS’

 
SYSTEMS

ERP

 
SYSTEMS

SUPPLY

 
CHAIN

 
MGT.

HUMAN

 
WORK

VALUE

In short, business processes are how work gets done.



SOA / Web Services

The 
Fourth 

Tier

Situational Processes



Where did Michael Porter’s big fat arrow go?



MY.COMPANY
GxS

 
Rosettanet

 
PIPaaS

 
BPU

Salesforce

 
SFAaaS

Flextronics

 
ODM

GoogleApps

AWS

 
Cloudbursts

Business

 
Operations

 
Platform

 
(BPM Inside)

Avaro

 
SIMaaS

Facebook

 
SWARMTier-n

 
Suppliers

Broadvision

 
E-MU

 
Merchandising

WorkDay

 
HCM

Taking business process management (BPM) into the Cloud will allow a company to 
create a Business Operations Platform, a Business Operating System that gives the 
company a step-change in agility and competitive advantage. http://tinyurl.com/yhob73y



MY.COMPANYPoD

PoD

PoD

PoD

PoD

PoD

PoD

PoD

PoD

Business Operations Platform
 

End-to-End Business Process Management

The Only Thing Linear is the Goal!
 “Process on Demand”–

 
Choreography

 Situational Business Processes



Innovation in the Cloud



Open Innovation

No longer can companies win the innovation arms race 
from the inside-out (internal R&D). 

Instead they should turn the table to 
outside-in innovation.



"History does not crawl, it jumps."
Our assumptions grow out of the bell-

 
curve predictability while our world is 
really shaped by wild powerlaw

 

swings.

Get Fractal,
 Think Exotrophy

 

— the compliment of entropy. 
The self-organized ability of the world to build, 

re-build itself.



The Strength of Weak Ties
and

The MITH Myth.

“The mind extends out into the world. 
We use intelligence to structure our environment 

so we can succeed with less intelligence.”

 
--

 

A. Clark

Read: Social Networks, Innovation and the MITH Myth 
http://tinyurl.com/33tk93n

http://tinyurl.com/33tk93n


One final caveat, crowdsourcing doesn’t in any way replace 
the individual in the process of innovation. The idea that a 
mob is smarter than an individual or a focused team does 
not compute. Crowdsourcing

 
is perhaps better named as 

crowdsearching for it’s not the crowd that proposes 
innovative ideas; it’s individuals found in the crowd, 
especially those discovered through weak ties.
Time to revisit Metcalfe’s Law ?
Time to visit Ogle’s Laws for Social Networks.

http://tinyurl.com/yjjb4zm



Your company will cease to be a seller and instead 
become a buyer for your customers.

Customer-Driven Innovation 

PROSUMERSBUSINESS WEBS

CUSTOMER

 
COMMUNITIES          

SUPPLIER

 
NETWORKS          

SENSE & RESPOND 
–

 

MEDIATE / SHAPE – Extract Value

Supply/Coopetition Demand Punctuated

 
Equilibrium

Produce Value

BUSINESS 
OPERATIONS 

PLATFORM 
-BPM INSIDE-



Great entrepreneurs launch their businesses
 based on customer insights.

In many cases they are frustrated customers. 

Customer-Driven Innovation 



Entrepreneurs innovate
 … not just by figuring out how to use inventions, 

but also by introducing new means of production,
 and new forms of organization. 

You simply can’t do these things without process innovation that 
enables process collaboration across the globe, in the Cloud.

Creative
 Destruction

Joseph

 Schumpeter



Now the rate of change is exponential, and 
“process innovation”

 
is its engine.



And the rise of



From Command-and-Control 
To Connect-and-Collaborate

Transparency 
becomes the invisible hand of 

management control

Management Innovation



“In a process-managed enterprise, 
command-and-control leadership gives way to 

connect-and-collaborate, 
where every member of a business team is a ‘leader.’



It’s about acting on opportunities, 
and letting others lead the leader 

when they know best about getting stuff done.”



In the Cloud,
 self-organizing, self-managed teams

 will swarm as complex adaptive systems
 to seize new opportunities

 in the brave new world of total global competition.



17 Action Items and

 One First Principle:
 ARCHITECTURE!

SOA
 Service-Oriented 

Architecture

POA
 Process-Oriented 

Architecture

COBA
 MDM

 
HIM

 
EDA

Cloud-Oriented 
Business Architecture

http://tinyurl.com/yhob73y



1. Innovate, from the outside-in.
 2. Don’t just reinvent your company, reinvent your industry

 
or   

invent a new industry (iTunes).
 3. When pursuing emerging business opportunities, start 

small, and set intervals for go, no-go check points. 
4. When breaking new ground, pay as you go, learn as you go.  
5. Use Return on Opportunity (ROO)

 
calculations focused on 

benefits instead of traditional ROI calculations only.

17 Action Items



6. Tap the Cloud for IT infrastructure investments
 

that 
otherwise couldn’t be made to pursue emerging business 
opportunities.

 7. Tap the wisdom of crowds
 

for open innovation.
 8. Replace functional management with process management.

 9. Adopt business process management systems, but even 
more important, become a process-managed enterprise.

 10. Adopt service-oriented architectures.

17 Action Items



11. Become a service-oriented enterprise.
 12. Adopt Web 2.0

 
tools and methods.

 13. Utilize a  business operations platform
 

in the Cloud to 
support your entire multi-company value chains.

 14. Fire your managers and employees; then rehire them 
as associates, as champions, as sponsors, as peers. 

15. Replace your command-and-control bureaucracies with 
self-organizing, self-managed Bioteams.

17 Action Items



16. Connect-and-collaborate using human interaction management
 methods and systems.

 17. Become a learning organization
 

to assure that your new 
way of doing business is assimilated throughout your 
workforce.

17 Action Items



Although the Cloud enables radical change, 
the culture of the firm will determine the outcome. 

Permission, risk tolerance, cultivating lots of small bets

 —these are some of the earmarks of a Cloud-oriented business culture. 

Above all else, it’s the customer that counts!

17 Action Items =
 Management Innovation 



The WOW isn't about ON-DEMAND IT,
It's about

ON-DEMAND BUSINESS INNOVATION





“There are still big unanswered 
questions hovering around security 
and integration issues with cloud 
computing. But the global economic 
recession is clearly accelerating CIO 
interest levels in alternative ways to 
deliver software and services to 
organizations that are demanding 
ever-lower IT expenses

 
while clamoring for 
ever-higher levels of computing 
support for collaboration and 
customer service.”

Maryfran

 

Johnson

 
Editor in Chief 
CIO Magazine



Whither the CIO?
 

* 
What happens to the CIO when companies are turned Upside-Down and Outside-In?

From compliance to cloud computing, from budget cuts to 
Social Networks and business innovation: it is clear that the 
CIO is living in turbulent times.

 

What will be on the CIO’s 
agenda ahead? Will there actually be a CIO in the future?
• CPO -

 

Chief Process Officer?
• CCO -

 

Chief Cloud Officer?
• CDO -

 

Chief Digitization Officer?
• CDC -

 

Chief Dot Connector?
• CEO -

 

Chief Executive Officer?

Setting the Stage for a CIO rEvolution.

* http://bptrends.com/publicationfiles/06-10-COL-Extreme%20Competition-Whither%20the%20CIO-Fingar2.pdf



IT
Infrastructure

Computers and Data

Back Office

Systems of Record

Cost Cutting

Structured

Productivity 

Data Center / Desktop

 
Virtualization 

BT
Infostructure

People and Collaboration

Front Office

Systems of Venture

Revenue Generating

Unstructured / SemiStructured

Collaboration, Shared Information  
Base, Collective Intelligence

Unified Messaging

 
Virtualization



Linux Mainframe 
= 1k servers



IT
Infrastructure

Computers and Data

Back Office

Systems of Record

Cost Cutting

Structured

Productivity 

Data Center / Desktop

 
Virtualization 

BT
Infostructure

People and Collaboration

Front Office

Systems of Venture

Revenue Generating

Unstructured / SemiStructured

Collaboration, Shared Information  
Base, Collective Intelligence

Unified Messaging

 
Virtualization The Last 2 Feet



Untethered ─At Last!

Going Mobile

Unified Communications
“Even though it’s technically inaccurate, 
comparisons have been made to this 
being a kind of virtualization for 
communication devices. However, in the 
context of optimizing resources, there 
are similarities.”

 

--ECC
IBM 3270 



“Everything is up for grabs. Everything will 
change. The network is the computer—yes; 
but we’re less interested in computers all 
the time.   . . . 

—Yale Professor David 
Gelernter, The Second 
Coming, 2000



The real topic in astronomy is the cosmos, not telescopes. 
The real topic in computing is the Cybersphere, not the 
computers we use as telescopes and tuners.”

He who uses this machine should be able to forget that it is a machine. 
—Antoine de Saint-Exupery, Wind, Sand and Stars, 1939.



Lead, follow, or get out of the way.

Yesterday the Internet
 Today the Intercloud

User Driven:

 
PC Revolution

Business Unit  Driven:

 
SaaS + Credit Card



“The Chinese word for ‘crisis’
 consists of two characters: 

‘danger’
 

and ‘opportunity’.
 Out of the ashes of the current economy

 a renewed one will arise.”

Adjiedj

 

Bakas, Trendwatcher

 

and author, 
Beyond The Crisis: The Future of Capitalism



“The best way predict the future is to create it.”
―Peter Drucker



What can be done in the Cloud, will be done.
Will you be the doer, or the one done in?



Peter Fingar
 www.peterfingar.com

 pfingar@acm.org

Thank you!
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